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ABSTRACT

There is a great need for new vaccine development
against influenza A viruses due to the drawbacks of
traditional vaccines that are mainly prepared using
embryonated eggs. The main component of the current
split influenza A virus vaccine is viral hemagglutinin (HA)
which induces a strong antibody-mediated immune
response. To develop amodern vaccine against influenza
A viruses, the current research has been focused on the
universal vaccines targeting viral M2, NP and HA
proteins. Crystallographic studies have shown that HA
forms a trimer embedded on the viral envelope surface,
and eachmonomer consists of a globular head (HA1) and
a “rod-like” stalk region (HA2), the latter being more
conserved among different HA subtypes and being the
primary target for universal vaccines. In this study, we
rationally designed the HA head based on the crystal
structure of the 2009-pandemic influenza A (H1N1) virus
HA as a model, tested its immunogenicity in mice, solved
its crystal structure and further examined its immunolo-
gical characteristics. The results show that the HA
globular head can be easily prepared by in vitro refolding
in an E. coli expression system, which maintains its
intact structure and allows for the stimulation of a strong
immune response. Together with recent reports on some
similar HA globular head preparations we conclude that
structure-based rational design of the HA globular head

can be used for subtype-specific vaccines against
influenza viruses.

KEYWORDS influenza virus, subunit vaccine, hemag-
glutinin, structure, design

INTRODUCTION

Influenza viruses, together with common cold viruses, are the
most common human viral pathogens causing infections with
various consequences, from pandemics to seasonal flu
(Fields et al., 2007). The 2009 pandemic H1N1 swine-origin
influenza A virus (S-OIV) was the first pandemic virus in the
21st century, which reminds us of the serious human public
health problems that can result from animal-borne influenza
viruses (Yang et al., 2009; Neumann et al., 2009; Guan et al.,
2010; Sun et al., 2010) Historically there have been three
major pandemics, namely the 1918 H1N1 pandemic (Spanish
flu), 1957 H2N2 pandemic (Asian flu) and 1968 H3N2
pandemic (Hong Kong flu) (Kilbourne, 2006; Fields et al.,
2007; Neumann et al., 2009). If Influenza A virus hits human
beings with a pandemic, then it slows down, by gradual
adaptation to the human host, leading to seasonal flu (Fields
et al., 2007; Lipsitch et al., 2007). Efficient measures to
prevent and control the influenza viruses are vaccination and
therapeutic drugs (Belshe et al., 2000; Wood and Robertson,
2004; Das et al., 2010; Vavricka et al., 2011). Currently
influenza virus vaccines are prepared by growing the virus in
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embryonated eggs followed by inactivation of the amplified
virus being inactivated with formaldehyde (Furuya et al.,
2010), the so called inactivated vaccines. The main compo-
nent in the vaccine is the viral surface envelope glycoprotein,
hemagglutinin (HA). Due to intrinsic characteristics of anti-
genic shift and antigenic drift of the influenza virus, yearly
vaccinations are needed using the predicted epidemic virus
strain as the immunogen source. An inaccurate prediction of
the epidemic strain can lead to a complete failure or weak
protection of the annual vaccination. The procedure of the
vaccine preparation from embryonated eggs is tedious and
the lack of enough egg resources to cover the whole
population is worrisome. A shortage of enough vaccines
would be detrimental during potential outbreaks of both the
seasonal flu and any potential pandemics. Therefore the
current research for influenza vaccine development focuses
on: (1) universal vaccines to cover all-flu types and develop-
ment of a single vaccination program for a long-lasting
protection; and (2) versatile and quick vaccine preparation
measures, including genetic engineering methods, to replace
the methods using embryonated eggs.

Influenza A virus is an enveloped negative-stranded RNA
virus with a segmented genome of 8 gene segments, which
encode 11 proteins (Fields et al., 2007; Neumann et al., 2009;
Das et al., 2010). There are three major envelope surface
proteins, HA, neuraminidase (NA) and M2, embedded on the
virus membrane. HA is initially synthesized as a polypeptide
of HA0 and subsequently processed by cellular enzymes into
two fragments of HA1 and HA2. HA mediates the virus fusion
and entry by endocytosis through its binding to appropriate
sialic acid containing receptors and is the major target for
vaccine preparation. Based on serology, HA can be grouped
into 16 subtypes, H1 to H16 (Fields et al., 2007; Neumann et
al., 2009), which are mainly determined by HA1. Among them
only three major subtypes infect human beings, namely H1,
H2 and H3, with occasional sporadic infections of other
subtypes, e.g. H5, H7 or H9 (Kurtz et al., 1996; Claas et al.,
1998; Lin et al., 2000; Belser et al., 2007). Human infection of
avian H5N1 subtype has been growing in the last decade and
is considered a major potential threat for a future influenza
pandemic (Claas et al., 1998; Subbarao et al., 1998; Tran
et al., 2004; Beigel et al., 2005; Neumann et al., 2009). The
first X-ray crystal structure of the HA was solved in early
1980’s pioneered by Wilson, Skehel and Wiley (Wilson et al.,
1981). Since then a dozen more three dimensional structures
of HAs have been ever reported and the structures clearly
show that HA forms an intact trimer (Skehel and Wiley,
2000; Gamblin et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2010). The HA monomer structure consists of a globular
head formed by HA1 and a “rod-like” stalk region formed
mainly by HA2 with some N-terminal portions of HA1.
Antibodies targeting the stalk region have been found to
induce a broad-spectrum neutralizing response against
different virus strains, even different subtypes of influenza

viruses (Ekiert et al., 2009; Bommakanti et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2010; Corti et al., 2011; Ekiert et al., 2011). Therefore this
could be a target for development of universal vaccines. On
the other hand, the globular head has an intact and
presumably-stable structure and can be a good candidate
for subtype-specific vaccine if a versatile preparation method
can be developed.

In this study, we have designed three globular head HA1
constructs based on the HA crystal structure of the 2009-
pandemic influenza virus HA as a model (Zhang et al., 2010).
The proteins are expressed in the prokaryotic E. coli system
in inclusion bodies and subsequently refolded in vitro.
Biochemical and immunological characterizations of these
refolded proteins have been carried out which indicate that
this is an efficient method for HA globular head preparation.
The crystal structure of the globular head has also been
solved, showing it is a stable protein with all the defined-
epitopes faithfully exposed as seen in the trimeric HA
structure. Immunization of the protein in mice induces good
protection against the homologous virus challenge. Our
results reported here clearly indicate that in vitro refolded
HA globular head could be used as a subtype-specific
vaccine candidate and its application should be vigorously
explored in the near future.

RESULTS

Rational design of globular head constructs

In the course of our efforts to solve the 2009-pandemic
influenza HA structure (Zhang et al., 2010), a crystal with only
the globular head of HA1 (clear electron density could be
seen from amino acids 57–264) was obtained. This is
presumably due to a cleavage/degradation during crystal-
lization. Therefore we named this protein HA57–264Baculo
(Fig. 1) and started to design some new protein constructs for
prokaryotic expression to simplify the protein preparation
procedures for vaccine development. Based on this observa-
tion and the precise crystal structure of HA, especially the N-
terminal part of HA1 interacting with HA2, we designed three
globular head protein constructs which encompassed the
neutralizing antibody epitopes of the globular head and also
preserved its antigenic structure after recombinant protein
expression in E. coli. The crystal structure-based globular
head HA1 amino acid components were not considered in two
recent HA head preparations (Khurana et al., 2010; DuBois et
al., 2011a) while we were preparing our work. Therefore, we
designed the first construct with a boundary placed at Ala57
of the N-terminus and Ala264 (HA57–264) of the C-terminus,
to remove the HA1 N-terminal portion that interacts with HA2,
and take the globular head crystal obtained unexpectedly into
account as well (Fig. 1A). We also hypothesized that the
disulfide bond between the second and sixth conserved
cysteines of HA1 and a small β-sheet at residues 268–272
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were important to further stabilize the globular head domain
subunit. Therefore, we further designed two more constructs,
HA57–272 and HA50–280, to evaluate the stabilization of the
head domain by this disulfide bond. Clearly this is a versatile
design by precisely considering the three dimensional crystal
structure.

HA head region is expressed in E. coli as an intact stable
protein

As described in the METHODS, DNA fragments encoding
amino acids 57–264, 57–272 and 50–280 of HA from A/
California/04/2009 H1N1 influenza A virus were amplified and
cloned into the pET21a vector under the control of a T7
promoter and the resultant proteins were named as
HA57–264, HA57–272 and HA50–280, respectively. All

fragments of HA globular heads were expressed in E. coli
BL21 and induced using 1mmol/L isopropyl-β-D-thiogalacto-
pyranoside (IPTG) at 37°C. The expressed proteins were in
insoluble inclusion bodies which were solubilized with a buffer
containing 6mol/L guanidine hydrochloride. Inclusion bodies
were refolded in vitro under redox conditions and purified by
gel filtration chromatography using a Hiload 16/60 Superdex-
200 pg column as monomeric form proteins judged by
estimations of the molecular weight (MW) using gel-filtration
elution volume (Fig. 2). All the three purified properly-refolded
HA globular head proteins ran as a single band on SDS-
PAGE with the anticipated MWs of 24.1, 25 and 26.7 kDa,
respectively (Fig. 2). The fragment of HA57–264 yielded
higher quality and quantity protein than the other two
constructs. Our results also indicate that the HA50–280
protein refolds properly with one extra disulfide bond.

Figure 1. The E.coli expressed/refolded HA57‐‐‐264 is also a typical hemagglutinin globular head fold. (A) Schematic
representation of 2009-pandemic H1N1 hemagglutinin (HA). Numbers on the pictures represent the amino acid numbers of each

motif. aa, amino acid; SP, signal peptide; TM, transmembrane region; Asn94 is a potentialN-glycosylation site. (B) Overall view of the
HA57–264 head region structure. (C) Overlay of the HA57–264 globular head region (yellow) and HA57–264Baculo (magenta). (D)
Overlay of the HA57–264 (yellow) and globular head domain from the full-length HA ectodomain (green). (E) Comparison of the

monomers between HA57–264 and the published HA globular head structure (HA55–271). The RMSD values for all comparisons are
very low, which shows that bacterially expressed H1N1 HA globular head could be properly refolded.
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Crystal structure analysis of the HA globular head
domain

Of the three HA globular head domains (HA57–264,
HA57–272 and HA50–280) we prepared in this study,
HA57–264 exhibits the best biophysical characters, making
it of great interest to verify if the refolded HA57–264 retains
the same globular structure as that seen in the A/H1N1/2009
HA ectodomain structure generated by our baculovirus
expression system (Zhang et al., 2010). The protein was
successfully crystallized and the structure was solved by
molecular replacement. As expected, HA57–264 adopts the
same three-dimensional fold as the A/H1N1/2009 HA
ectodomain structure (Fig. 1B). We also compared this
structure with that of the cleaved HA57–264Baculo. Super-
imposition of these two HA globular head structures solved in
this study yields an R.M.S.D of about 0.28 Å (Fig. 1C),
demonstrating that the structures are almost the same.
Though there is a potential N-liked glycosylation site at N94,

the HA57–264Baculo structure does not show clear electron
density for any glycans.

In light of a previously reported HA full ectodomain
structure, we further compared HA57–264 with the full-length
HA protein for the expected structural conservation. Super-
imposition of these two structures resulted in an R.M.S.D of
about 0.45 (Fig. 1D), with the only limited difference lying at
the flexible bottom of the globular domain. This provides solid
structural evidence that the E. coli expressed/refolded HA
globular head was the same fold as that of baculovirus-
yielded full-ectodomain HA protein or HA57–264Baculo, which
in turn supports our initial design strategy.

Meanwhile, one paper about the structure of bacterially
expressed H1N1 HA globular head (amino acids 55–271) was
published (DuBois et al., 2011a). Therefore, we also
compared these two globular head structures (R.M.S.D =
0.33), and found that the main structure discrepancies are still
on the flexible bottom of the globular head (Fig. 1E).

To develop subunit vaccines, we further studied the

Figure 2. Rational design and biochemical analysis of the expressed proteins. (A) Characteristics of the designed proteins.
Left panel shows a monomeric structure of the HA ectodomain addressing the HA globular head (green) and the stalk region (red).
(B–D) The purified proteins were eluted as monomeric forms on a Hiload 16/60 Superdex-200 pg column and run as single bands at

the expected molecular weight in reducing SDS-PAGE.
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structure of HA57–264 for the defined antibody-recognizing
sites (Sa, Sb, Ca1, Ca2 and Cb) (Caton et al., 1982; Igarashi
et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010), which is
important for the stimulation of immune response against the
influenza virus. We compared these five antigenic sites with
the intact A/H1N1/2009 ectodomain structure, and found that
they have almost the same conformations (Fig. 3). Therefore,
the antigenic sites in the HA globular head are also
structurally conserved between the refolded protein and the
insect-cell expressed protein. This structural conservation
indicates that the refolded HA57–264 protein does not lose its
antigenicity and should be well able to stimulate an antibody-
related immune response.

Immunization and challenge studies in mice

The protective immunity elicited by the bacterially expressed
proteins was further evaluated in a mouse challenge model.
Four-to-six weeks old female BALB/c mice (n = 8 in each
group) were immunized intramuscularly with HA57–264 at 25
μg or 50 μg dose of immunogen along with complete Freund’s
adjuvant at a 1:1 ratio, and then boosted on day 28 with the
same immunogen in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant.

Serum samples were collected before the virus challenge
and hemagglutination inhibition (HAI) was analyzed. As
shown in Fig. 4, the HAI geometric mean titers (GMT)
following two immunizations with HA57–264 were 1:235
(1:128–1:512) and 1:470 (1:256–1:1024) at the 25 μg dose
level and 50 μg dose level, respectively.

Following the second immunization, mice were challenged
intranasally with 106 50% egg infectious doses (EID50) of A/
California/07/2009 virus in a volume of 50 μL. Weight loss

was monitored twice a day up to day 7 after the challenge
(Fig. 5). Mice immunized with 50 μg HA57–264 lost about 8%
of their initial body weights in the first two days post-challenge
but quickly regained their weights after day 6 post-infection
(Fig. 5). The 25 μg dose group lost 10% of their initial body
weights by day 3 after challenge and slowly regained their
weights. In contrast, all mice in the control group significantly
lost over 23% of their body weights and were frequently
shivering, indicating that these mice suffered severe illness,
and were thereof euthanatized. These results demonstrated
that bacterially expressed HA57–264 proteins were properly
folded and could induce protective immune responses
against homologous 2009-pandemic H1N1 influenza virus
challenge.

DISCUSSION

In this study we have successfully designed three HA1
globular head proteins, characterized their biochemical
properties and tested their immunogenicity. We found that
the designed constructs can produce correctly-folded pro-
teins as predicted. Our design, which includes the removal of
some N-terminal portions of the HA1 that interact with HA2,
has advantages over the strategies from two recent publica-
tions about globular head designs based upon primary
sequences which include some N-terminal HA1 regions that
interact with HA2 (Khurana et al., 2010; DuBois et al., 2011b).
Intact domain expression of the N-terminal-removed HA1
globular head also implies that this domain, as an indepen-
dent functional and structural module, has been inserted into
the fusion domain of the influenza virus HA precursor through
the evolution of the virus as proposed earlier (DuBois et al.,

Figure 3. Highlight of the five defined antigenic sites (Sa, Sb, Ca1, Ca2 and Cb) of the HA57‐‐‐264 in comparison with the

intact A/H1N1/2009 ectodomain structure. Almost the same conformations are observed on these two structures. All pictures were
generated by PYMOL.
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2011b). Immunogenicity experiment results have shown that
the prepared proteins are highly immunogenic and can at
least protect against homologous virus challenge. The X-ray
crystal structure of the HA57–264 has revealed that the five
well-defined antigenic sites of Sa, Sb, Ca1, Ca2 and Cb are

faithfully exposed in comparison to those in the trimer
structures. Therefore the structural data support the immu-
nogenicity results.

The successful refolding and solution of the crystal
structure of HA57–264 have further shown that glycosylation
sites are not necessary for HA globular head folding as the
protein crystallized here has one potential N-linked glycosyla-
tion site (Asn94) which was confirmed by our previous full-
length 2009-pandemic HA trimer structure (Zhang et al.,
2010). In fact the unglycosylated protein has its own
advantage for inducing a stronger antibody response as the
sugar “cover” can mask the immune recognition in many
enveloped viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) (Vitale et al., 1991; Kubo et al., 2007). Therefore
avoiding glycosylation is a good strategy to prepare a better
vaccine.

Influenza pandemic is still a threat for human beings and
the preparedness of any measures to conquer pandemics is
in great need. Our experiments and others (Khurana et al.,
2010; DuBois et al., 2011a; Khurana et al., 2011) have proved
the concept that protein engineering of the receptor-binding
globular head of HA is possible to produce novel subtype-
specific subunit vaccines. In the future, other subtypes of
influenza viruses should be tested and a multivalent vaccine
including most of the subtypes that infect human beings
should be designed to include formulated multi-components
of HA globular head domains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In silicon analysis of the HA structure

Up to date, crystal structures of HAs from 7 out of 16 subtypes (H1,
H2, H3, H5, H7, H9 and H14) have been solved (Wilson et al., 1981;

Ha et al., 2002; Gamblin et al., 2004; Russell et al., 2004; Stevens et
al., 2006; Russell et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). All
of them shared a similar three-dimensional fold (trimeric molecules),

in which each monomer contains two disulfide-linked polypeptide
chains, HA1 and HA2, generated by proteolytic cleavage of a single
chain precursor, HA0. The membrane-proximal stem of the trimer is

composed of HA2 and two segments of HA1, residues 1–55 and
275–329, centered around a triple-stranded α-helical coiled coil
formed by the N-terminal half of the long central α-helix of HA2. On
top of the stem, the membrane-distal globular portion (residues

56–274) of the molecule contains the receptor binding subdomain and
the vestigial esterase subdomain. All of the defined antibody-
recognizing sites (Sa, Sb, Ca1, Ca2 and Cb) (Caton et al., 1982)

are located on the globular portion. Thus the globular portion of HA
molecule should be sufficient to elicit the subtype-specific antibody-
mediated immune response as the intact trimeric HA molecule.

Protein expression, refolding and purification

The genes encoding the HA globular head domain (amino acids
57–264; 57–272; 50–280) of 2009-pandemic H1N1 influenza A virus

HA (NCBI GenBank accession No. ACP41105) were respectively

Figure 4. Protection against homologous 09 H1N1 influ-
enza virus challenge. Groups of mice vaccinated with 25 μg or

50 μg of HA57–264 twice were challenged with 106 EID50 A/
California/07/2009. Body weights were recorded twice a day for
7 days. n = 8 mice per group. Mice were carefully observed

throughout each day for signs of infection.

Figure 5. Hemagglutination inhibition (HAI) titers in mice.

BALB/c mice were immunized intramuscularly with either 25 μg
or 50 μg of HA57–264. Sera were collected before viral
challenge and were assessed against A/California/07/2009.

Bars indicate geometric mean titers (GMT). n = 8 mice per group.
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cloned into the pET21a vector using the restriction sites of EcoR I and
Xho I, with primer pairs of P1/P2, P3/P4 and P5/P6, respectively (P1,
5′-CGGAATTCATGGGGGTAGCCCCATTGC-3′; P2, 5′-CCGCTCGA-

GTTAAGCATTTCTTTCCATTGCGAATG-3 ′; P3, 5 ′-CGGAATT-

CATGGCCCCATTGCATTTGGGTAA-3′; P4, 5′-CCGCTCGAGT-
TATGTATCTGAAATGATAATACC-3′; P5, 5′-CGGAATTCATGG-

GGAAACTATGCAAACTAAGA-3′; P6, 5′-CCGCTCGAGTTAAGTTG-
TATTGCAATCGTGGAC-3′). The recombinant proteins were over-
expressed in E. coli BL21 cells (Novagen) in inclusion bodies and

the inclusion bodies were then dissolved in the denaturation buffer
(50mmol/LTris, 100mmol/L NaCl, 10mmol/L EDTA, 10mmol/L DTT,
10% glycerol, pH 8.0) containing 6mol/L guanidine hydrochloride with
a final protein concentration of 30mg/mL. The proteins were slowly

diluted in redox folding buffer containing 100mmol/LTris, 400mmol/L
L-arginine, 2 mmol/L EDTA, 5mmol/L reduced glutathione and 1
mmol/L oxidized glutathione, pH 8.0, to promote refolding. Purified

monomeric form proteins were purified by gel filtration chromato-
graphy using a Hiload 16/60 Superdex-200 pg column (GE Health-
care) with 20mmol/L Tris-HCl and 150mmol/L NaCl, pH 8.0, as

running buffer. For crystallization of the proteins, the proteins were in
the buffer of 20mmol/L Tris-HCl and 50mmol/L NaCl, pH 8.0.

Crystallization, data collection and processing

The HA57–264Baculo crystals were obtained in the course of crystal-
lization of the full-length ectodomain HA as described earlier (Zhang
et al., 2010). The HA globular head HA57–264 crystals were prepared

using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at 18°C using
Hampton Research kits for screening, with 1 μL of protein solution
combined with an equal volume of well solution. X-ray diffraction

crystals grew in the condition of 20% PEG3350, 0.2 mol/L ammonium
nitrate, pH 6.2. The crystals were soaked briefly in reservoir solutions
containing protectent 17% v/v glycerol, mounted on the X-ray

machine with a nylon loop, and flash-cooled in a stream of gaseous
nitrogen. Diffraction data were collected using an in-house X-ray
source (Rigaku MicroMax007 Desktop Rotating Anode X-Ray
Generator with a Cu target operated at 40 kV, 30mA) and R-AXIS

IV++ imaging-plate detector at a wavelength of 1.5418 Å. Data were
indexed, integrated and scaled using HKL2000 (Otwinowski and
Minor, 1997).

Structure determination, refinement and analysis

The structures of HA57–264 and HA57–264Baculo were solved at 1.8

Å and 1.9 Å, respectively, by the molecular replacement method using
Phaser (Read, 2001) from the CCP4 program suite (CCP4, 1994)
(Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4) with the structure of

09H1 (PDB ID 3LYJ) as the search model. Extensive model building
and restrained refinement were performed using COOT (Emsley and
Cowtan, 2004) and REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997). The Further
rounds of refinement were performed using the Phenixrefine program

implemented in the PHENIX package (Adams et al., 2002) with
coordinate refinement isotropic ADP refinement and bulk solvent
modeling. The final models have an Rwork of 0.18 and an Rfree of 0.20

for HA57–264Baculo and an Rwork of 0.17 and an Rfree of 0.20 for
HA57–264, respectively. The stereochemical quality of the final model
was assessed with the program PROCHECK (Laskowski et al.,

1993). The detailed statistics are summarized in Table 1.

Immunization of mice

Four-to-six weeks old female BALB/c mice were immunized

intramuscularly with 25 μg or 50 μg of immunogen HA57–264 along
with Complete Freund’s adjuvant (Sigma) at a 11 ratio, and then
boosted four weeks later with the same immunogen in incomplete

Freund’s adjuvant. Control animals (n = 4) were mock vaccinated with
0.9% sterile saline in adjuvant. The volume for all intra-muscular
vaccinations was 100 μL. At week 8, the mice were intranasally
challenged with 106 EID50 of A/California/07/2009 influenza A virus in

50 μL, and their weights were monitored twice a day for seven days.
Before virus infection, individual mouse was bled and sera were
isolated by centrifugation of the blood samples.

HAI assay

AHAI assay was carried out according to standardmethods (Meijer et

al., 2006). Sera were two-fold diluted in v-bottom 96-well microtiter
plates, and then 4 HA units of A/California/07/2009 influenza A virus
were added. After approximately 30min incubation at room tempera-

ture, 1% chicken red blood cells (RBCs) suspension was added and

Table 1 Data collection and refinement statistics

HA57–264Baculo HA57–264

Data collection

Space group P1 P21

Cell dimensions

a, b, c (Å) 38.67, 65.92, 79.49 46.66, 75.05, 60.13

α, β, γ (°) 94.46, 89.97, 94.88 90.00, 104.17, 90.00

Resolution (Å) 50.00–1.90

(1.97–1.90)

50.00–1.80

(1.86–1.80)

Rsym or Rmerge 0.057 (0.221) 0.071 (0.381)

I/σI 22.6 (5.5) 18.8 (2.7)

Completeness (%) 97.4 (95.4) 99.6 (98.4)

Redundancy 3.9 (3.7) 3.6 (3.3)

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 35.1–1.9 19.7–1.8

No. reflections 58173 35962

Rwork/Rfree 0.18/0.20 0.17/0.20

No. atoms

Protein 6829 3430

Ligand/ion 2 2

Water 822 439

B-factors

Protein 27.4 23.4

Ligand/ion 36.3 24.5

Water 32.2 30.9

R.m.s. deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.016 0.005

Bond angles (°) 1.302 0.964

*Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.
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incubated for 30min at room temperature. HAI titers of the sera were
determined based on the highest serum dilution at which hemagglu-
tination was completely inhibited.
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